BY ELENA HURBY

The theme of elections ran throughout the council meeting Wednesday night. The Jim Aronson as Soph Honor Council President was approved. Pream
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DEFINITELY NOT CENSORED
BY BELL, KATZ, VELTMAN, & WEAVER
LITE'S GO WILD . . . Sunday night everyone will drop pencils and bottle and head for big lit open house. The hits will offer something for every student: MELLs, three years of Playboy; HEIL, Can-Can line; OWLs, budwong songs; OWLs, French movies, English clubbing; OWLs, brick-laying exhibition; PALS, bobbing for apples in grain alcohol; VLCM, Bach 800 review; SLILs, removal part of production will be revealed . . .
Slimes boys parade, slim girls run . . . cry at the rally at Rice Hotel was prevented by Rice's Hamo, later back at the campus, girls bid, ran, bit, clawed . . . others were caught in drabness that followed. QUOTE OF THE WEEK emerged from "sucky" slimy, after revolting in the joy's "That was a little bit salty!"
Parents at Orientation last week were most impressed on tours when they were shown: Airport Launching racks in Flynn; launching in the joys: "That was a little bit salty!"

COUNCIL . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
"somewhere in east Texas." Jack asked did we want to send representa-tives? It cost us $50 to send them last year . . . discussion tabled . . .
POINT OF INFORMATION: France (Demp) (sp?) wanted to know how one could find out what was said in the frank Guidance Committee meeting. Jack said minutes were taken would probably be published in Thresher. Cinelli moved - that the Chairman of said committee report to council after each meet- ing. (Some were indignant at the fact that the Student Council has authority-with the "aid" of Dow McCabe-to set the rules for guidance and, yet the council has no real knowledge of the isum.) Cinelli said the council should have some real say in student affairs-rather than just to "run and re-run elec-tions."

It's rhyme time! With a fresh batch of

WHAT'S THE LATEST thing in college clothes? Packs of Luckies, naturally. So if you've got a pack in your pocket, you're right in style. That explains the answer to the Stickler—it's Dapper Wrapper! Luckies are always in good taste because they're made of fine tobacco—light, naturally sugar-tasting toschees that's TOASTED to taste even better. Got a pocket? Stock it —with Luckies! You'll say they're the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

Alley Theatre Unveils Maurette 'Anastasia' . . .

The Alley Theatre opened Anastasia Tuesday night. The production of Clift is being seen in the title role of Grand Duchess, with John Wyle as her leading man, Prince Boninite. Written by the prominent French playwright Marcelle Marouette, and adapted into English by Guy Bolton, Anastasia is the dramatic account of a descendant of White Russian refugee who made her way to Berlin to lay claim to the fortunes of the Romanovs. The fortunate-hunter who at- tempt to obtain some of the Count's fortune are headed by Prince Boninite, whose accomplices are Chervon and Petrovin, Carter Smith and William Hardy, re- spectively.

Curtain time at the Alley is a decent breakfast . . . after 7:45. A committee was appointed to look into the matter . . .
SLIME

(Continued from Page 1)

EDDY ALBERT (right) discussing characteristics of a transmitting horn on a radio relay tower.

Texas Coach's Dummy Hanged

BY MARGIE WIESE

At LlVINGSTON, Ill.—A crude dummy was found hanging from a business building on the Drag at T.U. last week. Under the dummy hung a sign inscribed "Sign Long Ed." These words marked the last time head football coach, Ed Price, had been hanged in effigy within the space of a few days. The Daily Texan reported that the dummy was put up "apparently in protest of the Longhorn football team's recent losses." Four days later, Ed Price resigned, stating that no "official" pressure had been placed upon him to resign.

At NORTH TEXAS...

Illegal voting practices charge across university campuses are complaining bitterly of election practices. North Texas students protested a recent election and asked for more carefully supervised voting procedures. Four names were mis

One of the hottest tickets around was "Attack." The theater was crowded, and every available seat was filled.

The movie tells the story of a soldier, Eddie Albert, whose incompetence is laughable. Albert, a genuine loser, is put in charge of a squad of eight-man backfields and twelve-man lines.

Eddie Albert succeeds excellently in making us hate his guts, but as he is all "black," the picture can never achieve the realism that it might have really tackled consequences of several of his squads. The army refused to help in the production of the movie and even tried to have it suppressed. Suppression, however, cannot solve the problem of cowardice. True, it might be demoralizing to let the public know that people act like this in battle but it is not a false picture for undoubtedly some soldiers do crawl in war.

The possible harm which this movie could do to our army is made up for by its portrayal of the bitter horror of war. We are made up for by its portrayal of the deterioration of several of his squads. The army refused to help in the production of the movie and even tried to have it suppressed. Suppression, however, cannot solve the problem of cowardice. True, it might be demoralizing to let the public know that people act like this in battle but it is not a false picture for undoubtedly some soldiers do crawl in war.

Possible Harm

"Attack" Not Typical 'Girls-Glory' Movie

CINEMA SCOOP

By HERB SIMMONS

AND BILL LANDFIELD

Attack (Loew's class week)

People who go to this movie, expecting to see the type of pictures which made us win the war, will be in for quite a surprise. Attack is definitely not one of the "glory-and-glory" type, which so many of us want to forget. The movie actually concerns a cowardly American captain (Eddie Albert), whose incompetence is responsible for the annihilation of several of his squads. The army refused to help in the production of the movie and even tried to have it suppressed. Suppression, however, cannot solve the problem of cowardice. True, it might be demoralizing to let the public know that people act like this in battle but it is not a false picture for undoubtedly some soldiers do crawl in war.
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Hungarian People Were Shamefully Betrayed

From the Houston Chronicle editorial page:

The most shameful chapter in the history of our generation has been written during the past several days in little Hungary.

Two weeks ago the valiant Hungarian people rose up in revolt not only against Soviet domination but against the communists here. This deal is no sale at all; "pay-ment" will be made in Yugoslav currency which will be given back to Marshall Tito for economic development purposes. The usual seven-day waiting period is to be waived in indendent haste to help the nation that would not condemn Russia for its slaughter of Hungarians.

By contrast, the administration is eager to offer Hungary $20,000,000 worth of food and medical supplies. Which country deserved our generosity the more?

The Voice of America for years has been encouraging the Central European satellite nations to seek freedom. When large-scale revolt erupted we should have offered supplies. Supplies.

The Central European nations are the same. The imperial aggressive nations are the same. The movie that was called "Law and Order" was also a lie.

The nation's most popular president was not necessarily right when he said that the history of communism meant anything. The Hun-garians have been betrayed. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here for freedom, will vote, they almost invariably replied in one of two ways. They said: "I cannot vote for a president who did not vote for Eisenhower." They secured the overthrow of the pro-Stalin regime. The question which every Republican will rightly ask himself is, why has his party failed to win the overwhelming support of the nation during this period when its president, both for himself and for the way he has conducted his office, has won the overwhelming majority support of the nation.

There is no great illusion that until the Republican Party persuades the country that it possesses that key quality that the Democratic Party possesses—re-luctantly and partially—stands for what the President stands for, it will in its own right, win majority support and become a fully trusted instrument of government from the White House to the court house.

The most recent Republican election lost the nation's most popular president but the W. E. R. (as the C. Y. R. itself has recently called itself) was disposed of.

The Y. R. D. say he went to the door of the Y. D. meeting to make sure his statements about the recent straw vote and the Treasurer of the Young Democrats, C. Y. R. wrote me last summer proposing some new tactics for the future this fall.

The ideas of a political analyst can be reviewed in the Funden Library and an old-time political rally in front of the library which were mentioned in the letter seemed to me a poor way of political advertising, so I did not answer the letter. The C. Y. R. said he was "baffled" to have to be temporary chairman, which neither I nor any other party with the facts told him.

The C. Y. R. says that he discussed the straw vote with me in the early fall which is quite true. He "assumed" I would tell the Y. D. I told the Y. D., who agreed not to take part in a straw vote unless the Y. R. received notice of any proposed campaign issues on a students' yard.

The C. Y. R. says that one of his Y. R. men received a promise from me to bring up the matter of the vote before the Y. D. This statement bears little resemblance to the facts. At the Y. D. it was decided that our organization would formally refuse after being formally con-sidered about the recent straw vote and the circumstances instead of his own in-consistent behavior. I hereby request notice that discussion for the responsibility for the misadventures of the C. Y. R.

To the Editor:

Last week you published a long letter from M. Jim Hedges, chairman of the Young Republicans (hereafter referred to as C. Y. R.) which made me the most wretched, and I considered the letter. "I understood." He blames me for all his misad-ventures instead of his own in-consistent behavior. I hereby request notice that discussion for the responsibility for the misadventures of the C. Y. R.

The most recent Republican election on the campus should be of general student interest. In that a number of votes were cast for the Democratic candidates. This leads one to believe, that a quantity of the votes cast for the Democratic candidates were deposited by prosperous Republic-ans—and this goes along with the new campus movement: a Republican for Sterneman Group.

The point, however, is that the votes of Republicans seem to have endorsed the Democratic candidates. The fact is more and more campus people are eager to join the Democratic party. Further indication that one party "operat-ions" as well as Republicans, candidates are coming in an increasing disfavor at Rice.
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GOP Prospects Dim Minus Ike

BY TOM CADY

Can even the Republicans win as a party?

In looking at the present campaign up to the election, I find that the Republican Party, as a whole, has essayed a crucial political role which will bear on its fortunes for years to come.

Although the Democrats lost the presidential primary votes, they dominated guerrilla strength at the grass roots throughout the nation, that it will make little difference in political fate. It will come back quickly.

GOP—Not One Out of Three

The Republican Party—Last Tuesday, as a party, it showed that it could even win out of three—1941, 1944, and 1946—with all the extra impetus which comes from having one of the nation's most popular presi-dents at its head. It will, very possibly, be severely weakened for a long time to come. It may be destined to be out of office as long as it was until General Eisenhower gave it its first presidencies in six elections.

Democratic Vice-President

It has been noted by the poll-takers, political writers, and many a discerning critic that when people were asked how they would vote, their answer invariably replied in one of two ways. They said: either that they would not vote or that they would "vote Eisenhower." They secured the overthrow of the pro-Stalin regime.

The Our administration is eager to offer Hungary $20,000,000 worth of food and medical supplies. Which country deserved our generosity the more?

The nation's most popular president was not necessarily right when he said that the history of communism meant anything. The Hun-garians have been betrayed. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here for freedom, will vote, they almost invariably replied in one of two ways. They said: either that they would not vote or that they would "vote Eisenhower." They secured the overthrow of the pro-Stalin regime.

The question which every Republican will rightly ask himself is, why has his party failed to win the overwhelming support of the nation during this period when its president, both for himself and for the way he has conducted his office, has won the overwhelming majority support of the nation.

There is no great illusion that until the Republican Party persuades the country that it possesses that key quality that the Democratic Party possesses—reluctantly and partially—stands for what the President stands for, it will in its own right, win majority support and become a fully trusted instrument of government from the White House to the court house.

The White House, which is published weekly in Houston, Texas, except during the summer. It is not published April 1 through October 30.
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BY TOM CADY

GOP—Not One Out of Three

The Republican Party—Last Tuesday, as a party, it showed that it could even win out of three—1941, 1944, and 1946—with all the extra impetus which comes from having one of the nation's most popular presi-dents at its head. It will, very possibly, be severely weakened for a long time to come. It may be destined to be out of office as long as it was until General Eisenhower gave it its first presidencies in six elections.

Democratic Vice-President

It has been noted by the poll-takers, political writers, and many a discerning critic that when people were asked how they would vote, their answer invariably replied in one of two ways. They said: either that they would not vote or that they would "vote Eisenhower." They secured the overthrow of the pro-Stalin regime.

The Our administration is eager to offer Hungary $20,000,000 worth of food and medical supplies. Which country deserved our generosity the more?

The nation's most popular president was not necessarily right when he said that the history of communism meant anything. The Hun-garians have been betrayed. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here for freedom, will vote, they almost invariably replied in one of two ways. They said: either that they would not vote or that they would "vote Eisenhower." They secured the overthrow of the pro-Stalin regime.

The question which every Republican will rightly ask himself is, why has his party failed to win the overwhelming support of the nation during this period when its president, both for himself and for the way he has conducted his office, has won the overwhelming majority support of the nation.

There is no great illusion that until the Republican Party persuades the country that it possesses that key quality that the Democratic Party possesses—reluctantly and partially—stands for what the President stands for, it will in its own right, win majority support and become a fully trusted instrument of government from the White House to the court house.

The White House, which is published weekly in Houston, Texas, except during the summer. It is not published April 1 through October 30.
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Four
OVERHEARD AT THE RALLY CLUB TENT PARTY
Russell, Nancy Head, i'e.'z Drennan, Carol Lane, George Randolph
Saturday night (who co-Id see?) hollering "Rest stop" were: Kay
CAUGHT AT THE UTAH GAME:
SI I And it was a lost weekend . . . wet everywhere already! Ye olde
Halftime entertainment was provided by the card section of the first
Dearmond's daughter Carolyn. Also a groggy cameraman . . . Using
aire was filled with scandal to do ye fair ladies' column credit:
author, Dee Owlsey and the other, Elvis Presley and Mamie Stover.
and the Beer, La Hutz••»>, Qleen I'Leary, Marilee May and one
brushes as: Chuck and Mary Anne Canter, Duvall Webster and spouse,
morton, Albert Johnston, Larry Whitmire, Buddy Dial, and Mrs.
Andrew Leslie Ballard, Jr., who was tastefully attired in a sequined
IN A MORE SEDATE ATMOSPHERE:
San Antonio at Julie Johnson's mansion Sunday the Rally Club man-
talents. Among those in the alluring under pinnings were: Chuckles Ber-
Clad in tuxes minus one half, the new members displayed their knobby
aged to completely lose the weekend with a wine punch open house.
IN A EVEN MORE SEDATE ATMOSPHERE:
wagon which responded nobly to 1, 2, 3, down.
Jaque McCinty, Rank Ryan. Among the weaker sex in attendance
Fite, Nancy Mauney.
who were eyeballed—Patti Blackledge, Beverly Montgomery, Annita
SOPHS...
(Continued on Page 1) appears to be a trend toward in-
creased violence in Goldstone ac-
tivities. During the Slime Pa-
rade, a glass door was smashed in a downtown theater as a re-
result of the onslaught of the aliens in force their way into the
theater.
Following the Utah game, a high school band bus was mobbed by a
crowd of aliens in an attempt to retrieve a stolen beanie. Several of the
windows of the bus were cracked, the passengers were somewhat shaken, and
one of the freshmen received a severe cut on the head.
The unfavorable opinion brought upon the Institute by these
events forced the action of the committee.
For Insurance Information
Call
BERRY BOYD
— CA 7-6338 —
No War Class yet.

Frames Repaired — Lenses
Duplicated
Village Optical Co.
In The Village
PHONE
5429 KELVIN DR. J.A 9-2766

BARBER SHOP
Hermann Professional Building
Just Across Main Street —

your future is NOW
at

CONVAIR FORT WORTH

HEADQUARTERS
for Precision Papers
Tracing Detail Drawing
Vellums Water Color
also
Krylon Fixatif Spray
and
Krylon Crystal-Clear Spray

THE RICE INSTITUTE CO-OPERATIVE STORE

CONVAIR
FORT WORTH

Personal Interviews
ON CAMPUS
Wednesday & Thursday
November 14, 15

A major project here is the B-58 long-
range supersonic bomber. Convair is
responsible for all systems development
as well as the air-frame of this newest
all-jet bomber. In addition, within the
aircraft industry, Convair, Fort Worth,
has a commanding lead in the field of
nuclear research and the design and
development of nuclear powered air-
crafts.
Convair has the greatest diversity of
aerial projects in the country — to
offer you the unlimited career you seek.

DISCUSS THESE AREAS OF WORK —
with engineers from our Engineering Department
The Convair engineering department is a real "engineers" engineering de-
partment — imaginative, energetic, ex-
plorative. You will discover top-notch
engineering facilities, excellent working
atmosphere, salary, personal job ad-
vantages, opportunities for continuing
education.
For Personal Interview Appointment
Consult Your Placement Office

CONVAIR
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
A Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Instant! Yardley Shaving Foam
• super-watering lather at the push of a button
• stays extra moist—doesn't dry on the skin
• removes film until your shave is complete
• leaves face feeling smooth, fresh
Cure normal shaving time by half!
At your campus store, $1

Yardley products for America are made in England and Finished in the U.S.A. from the original English Formulas, containing imported and domestic ingredients. Trademark of Yardley, firm, inc. under PA. 557 M'N in, A.T.S.

FORT WORTH, TEXAS
It took six plays, the climax coming when King Hill hit Bud-Dy Dial deep to the left behind the Indian secondary and the fleet end went all the way. Jerry Hall converted.

No More Scoring

There was no more scoring in the first half, although Rice reached its opponents' 25 and 6-yard stripes before being halted on two separate occasions, and the Redskins pushed to the Owl 24 for their deepest penetration of the afternoon.

Guard Charles Thompson recovered a Ute fumble on the second half kickoff and the Blue moved 29 yards to tally, Hill hitting Dial with a three-yard pass for his fifth scoring catch of the season. Hall again kicked.

Later in the third period Rice marched 7 yards in nine plays after an interception. Ken Williams capped the drive with an eight-yard blast around left end and Hill converted.

Final Tally

The final tally came with 1:13 on the clock at noon on the day of the meeting. Rice, already 2-0 in the S. W. C., had completed its 10th straight victory, 24-0 over Chevron B.

Rally Club took the Rebels 18-0 in the most recent games the Slippy Six went through the brewers 15-0 with Brown, Coors, and end this week but in the S. W. C. League play was scheduled to end this week but in the S. W. C. Monday league there'll be a playoff Monday between the Owl-law and the Windyss Six, each with a 4-1 record. The way things look now all the other leagues will wind it up this week. However, Sam's Scrubs are the only definite league champs so far.

In the most recent games the Slippy Six went through the brewers 15-0 with Brown, Coors, and end period. Later in the same quarter he hit Gordon Speer in the end zone with a 21-yard pass. The clincher came when back the plays both halfback positions and full) Bobby LaBorde, leading Owl-green-gainer for the night, punched over the three in the third period.

Glamour lends a lot to a blind date or an evening's entertainment. But in choosing a wife, you want to get better acquainted. Before meeting our "family" you should know that Magnolia is the southwestern affiliate of Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc. We operate in 18 states, working in each phase of the business, from finding to marketing oil. There's more you'll want to know about us and we about you. But for now, remember, we have openings for:

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS

Our interview team will be on your campus:

November 16

Magnolia Petroleum Company
A Socony Mobil Company

and Holder leading the way. The T-Squares over the instant 4-5, Lawrence standing, were Bagelor, Duffield and Al Martin bring the big square.
The Staff hit on four out of four last week, bringing its rec-
ord for the season to 60% right out of 71. Higher math tells us
that our coin has landed on the right side 69% of the time.

With this news to cheer us, we try:

SMU vs. Texas A&M at Dallas
Baylor vs. Texas at Waco
SMU vs. Texas A&M at Dallas

To Acquaint You With Our New
Fine Dry Cleaning Method
featuring MARTINIZING... the Most in Dry
CleaninG

Shirts & Laundry at Popular Prices
2100 Bolsover
Same Block as Post Office in the Village
JA 3-9112

July 20, 1956

Trendy Avoided

Thankfully, the Southwest Conference has, for the most part, avoided this tendency to be

Your Opportunity
in research and development of missile systems

California Institute of Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

• Active participation in the quest for scientific truths
• Defined job security • Opportunity to expand your
own knowledge • Full utilization of your capacities
• Association with top men in your particular field

Openings now in these fields
Applied Physics • Mathematics • Chemistry
Aeronautical, Mechanical, Electronic, and
Chemical Engineering

Telemetering, Radar, • Electronics, • Guidance,
System Analysis • Polymer Chemistry

Puzzles

PUZZLE NO. 13

Rearrange the letters in each puzzle to form the name of an
American college or university.

CLUE: This graduate college for women
was chartered and opened in 1935. In 1977, Nicole Adams became a
member in its famous drama department.

Answer:
Name
City
State

Hold until you have completed all 24 puzzles.

PUZZLE NO. 14

CLUE: Wordsworth Wilson was the first
president of this university for seven
years. One day, it was the fourth colo-
nival.

Answer:
Name
City
State

Hold until you have completed all 24 puzzles.

PUZZLE NO. 15

CLUE: Named for a British Earl, this
college is associated with the
University of South Dakota. It was
founded in 1856.

Answer:
Name
City
State

Hold until you have completed all 24 puzzles.
RICE SET FOR TOUGH CONFERENCE GAME

BY BOB MALINAK

The Rice Owls will have a tough battle on their hands Saturday when they face the Porkers of Arkansas University in the Ozark foothills.

The Owls are always tough at their home field, and the Porkers will have to meet them on their homcoming day to boot.

Although they have been beaten in three of four conference games, the Razorbacks are no weaklings. Led by hard-running fullback Gerald Nesbitt and quarterback Don Christian, the Porkers have stuck to the ground most of the time this season. Their line is solid, headed by tackle Billy Ray Smith, center Jay Donathan, and guard Stuart Perry.

Coach Jess Neely has indicated that his lineup is set for the remainder of the season. This means that the starting line against Arkansas will be James Briggs and Buddy Dial at ends, Larry Whitmore and J. D. Smith at tackles, Marc Gorges and Charley Thompson at guards, and Jerry Harris at center.

The backfield has King Hill at quarterback, Bobby Williams and G. T. Ashbrook at the fullback posts and Ray Chilton at halfback.

The alternate team, which played so well against Texas, will be at top strength with guard Charley Knight and center Bruce Hendrickson ready to go after laying out of the Utah contest. Frank Ryan, Ken Williams, Roderick Hostachler, and Dan Shuford spark the backfield.

SOPHS PICK ARONSON FOR HONOR COUNCIL

In a run-off election Wednesday, noted for closeness, as well as for voter apathy, James Aronson was elected Sophomore Honor Council Representative. He led his opponent, Robert Doppson, by a 65-55 margin.

The run-off was brought about by last Monday's election, in which Ernest Montagna, Jim Bernhard, and Robert McCulough were also candidates.

In Monday's all-school election, Steve Williams, running un-opposed for Thresher business manager, was elected.

Ten girls were also chosen as favorites to appear in the Vanity Fair section of the Campanile, but their names will not be announced until the appearance of the yearbook.

If you're planning to be an ENGINEER • PHYSICIST

What kind of work and associates will you like and a future unlimited. Its dilemmas ... gives you the kind of work and associates you'll like and a future unlimited. Its $2 billion backlog keeps careers humming.

Big new Air Force contracts make the grazing mathematicians in the Tulsa plant. Promotion opportunities are excellent in all categories. You'll work in one of the most modern, best air-conditioned plants in the country, investigate today.

Pastures are greener at Tulsa

New Harmony trio ... headliners all!

Style-wise colleagues everywhere are applauding Arrow this year. For close harmony in color, its smart button-down Glen can't be matched. And, the square sport model has style to spare, with its trim, short-point collar...